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Abstract: The purpose about the study was in conformity with discover the stage on presidency behavior potential 

amongst students on the teams and scholar things to do yet to check the effectiveness over the program Guidance based 

totally concerning affirmative coaching In enhancing theirs president ship behavior, a descriptive analytical approach was 

once ancient to answer questions Descriptive, then semi-experimental processes in accordance with instruction the 

hypotheses over the pilot study, the discipline population is (230) students Of the college students on the scholar teams at 

the University regarding Murtha, the leading behavior strip was once utilized out of the researcher's sample after (117) 

college students (10) college students whosoever showed a low degree on leading behavior, yet after the implementation 

about the development-based expansion program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Improving the authoritative competencies of 

the researcher and conducting statistical analyzes, the 

education outcomes confirmed so the degree of 

possession regarding the difference students (Males). 

There had been statistically tremendous variations into 

the conduct of leading (mean and females) In want of 

males, while no variations over type had been shown 

And the outcomes concerning the experimental lesson 

showed so much of the tribal or faraway software 

within choose of the measurement, the statistical 

characteristic concerning the statistical dimension, 

which confirms the usefulness concerning the extension 

program, whilst that did not exhibit of the telemetry and 

the follow-up, as confirms the statistical significance of 

the continuity about the usefulness about the program or 

its techniques.  

 

Which are aged after keep the degree 

concerning priesthood behavior throughout the follow-

up period, or within mild of this results, the researcher 

made suggestions a quantity over resolution words: 

indicative program, presidency behavior, affirmative 

conduct pupil things to do considered from most 

essential skills which seeks individuals to conduct 

leadership one after very own through phase growth 

cascading, for its affiliation direct building individual 

personality and its potential on administration his 

affairs in a areas life multiple, study and household and 

communal development professional, the varied 

backgrounds the idea which i dealt the conduct 

leadership according in imitation of direction the 

concept which i dealt this concept and its endeavor 

movements philosophical different trends and jobs 

intellectual law for individuals, to overlap roles into a 

the behavior leadership and diversity factors affecting 

with that i bear individuals where has turn out to be 

from themes most complex, than makes enquire 

including that takes aspects dense and assorted. The 

factors oversea bide [1] limited in accordance with 

toughness me to that amount enquire between a the 

conduct leadership did now not prepare traditional the 

side theoretical out of him, and focal point on show 

factors affecting together with it and characteristics and 

applications for priesthood actors, but transgress to that 

amount in accordance with me attention according to 

the education character leader and models leadership 

and factors attitude affecting within a the conduct 

leadership, and quantity accept them for themselves 

accept others because them, gesticulate they have from 

the homes psychological specify makeup building 
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personal from aspects different, so appear interest 

through the joining a long time the last two study skills 

the conduct leadership and theirs affiliation many from 

aspects mental, perhaps self and receive them and worth 

its force from most vital characteristics mental 

associated with behavior leadership. leadership 

behavior: is aware of it [12] helping as a employ about 

behaviors to that amount thru which the leader affects 

the team regarding persons any government them, to 

arrive them in conformity with cooperate, along 

enthusiasm coordinate efforts or encourage them in 

conformity with assignment together in system after 

obtain common and specific targets along the absolute 

best quantity concerning efficiency, the board on 

university life was once considered so a preparation 

because becoming a member of the job market, students 

at that board typically scarcity a cluster of life 

competencies the process, yet possibly the leadership 

then potential regarding the singular according to 

possess their skills and appearance on forming practices 

of conduct together with conditions then events is 

certain such mastery which educational institutions ask 

after construct and enhance of the persona about their 

students to be a behavioral action in imitation of have in 

a variety of areas each at some point of their existence 

in university existence and transferring after later tiers 

within the discipline over expert work, in the preface in 

accordance with that study, preceding studies regarding 

conduct perhaps as a the respect concerning obvious 

relation among presidency behaviors leadership 

certainly shows conflicting behaviors are vital 

behaviors regarding people between removal these 

skills are regarding the ground, hence observe the 

researcher and via his employment as a faculty part 

because of dense years yet so a leader student through 

the money for a long epoch within the affairs over 

students to that amount deep of the students poverty 

dense skills, mainly the talents among the affirmative 

their leading behavior, that research study was once 

carried out into rule in imitation of civilize yet develop 

leadership conduct amongst university students 

belonging in imitation of student teams, and 

identification over the have an impact on regarding it 

education among the development or promoting of 

leadership behavior, namely noted within the deficiency 

over training packages concerning promotion then 

improvement over leadership behavior and stress about 

the character of the college student, specifically among 

the students on the teams then student our bodies 

whichever prophesy in conformity with keep leaders in 

managerial or professional positions which that wish 

join since graduation. 

 

The concept of Affirmative Behavior 

The views over psychologists bear diverse of 

charity or adopting a concept regarding affirmative 

behavior. The United States of America psychologist 

Salter [3] is the first scientists whosoever crystallized it 

concept in a scientific behavior yet the disclosure of its 

health, yet interpreted such as a law or a standard 

persona persona such as much (introversion, 

extinctions) supplied with the aid of half regarding the 

students, after the scholar becomes a affirmation 

Tokidia within exceptional positions. And may also 

now not be available according to others beside him, 

therefore the pupil is bad and incapable after evidence 

himself between (67: Different associative attitudes.) 

Behind, 2012 In contrast, Dolby then beggar [4] went 

over to say, but affirmative conduct was not an quality 

but a qualitative behavior A student capacity so much 

the singular learns in imitation of say (no) then defends 

his rights of definitive situations, but that is 

handicapped on asking because a situation beyond (20: 

others) and expressing effective feelings into mean 

convivial conditions (Kurdish, 201). 

 

Dimensions the behavior Confirmation 

 Social Confiscation effortlessly then readily 

between conditions where friends, strangers 

then symbols of power exist. Enables the odd 

in imitation of impact others yet information to 

them among tough situations 

 Steering, funds the government about 

responsibility. The individual's potential 

according to shield whole his and her private 

rights 3- 

 

Defending Rights 

Unreasonable needs because he yet no longer 

in accordance with enable privacy violation. The pupil 

is not situation after pressure beside his / her notice 

crew according to stay adopted. 

 

Independence 

Affirmative behavior and Development 

The development of the mastery over 

affirmative conduct is regarded a necessary teacher ship 

among protecting the scholar beyond the troubles so 

government after psychological ailment or weakness in 

the associative interaction. The confident pupil is 

characterized by means of a high rate concerning 

usefulness of his social relations, increased pleasure of 

life, ability according to acquire desires then a sense of 

comfort and tranquility. 

 

The importance of the program of affirmative 

behavior 

This application is a strong software in 

imitation of increase the skill regarding affirmative 

conduct and a scientific information because those any 

want to gain beside both the experts of the courses or 

educators then workers in the area concerning study and 

guidance or instruction yet non-specialists considering 

so much some about the contained approaches do 

remain applied through some non-specialists, The 

inventor treats his tuft then cousin brother along his 

cousin brother yet trainer together with his students then 

all of to them with the activity about an single anybody 

sees the weakness regarding the components over the 

declaration. 
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Behaviors that are Being Developed 

 Self-confidence. 

 Longevity durability Defending non-public 

rights. 

 Longevity toughness Expressing advantageous 

opinions and emotions (approval - praise) and 

terrible (violation - punishment) absolutely yet 

spontaneously. 

 Refusing the demands then pressures 

concerning others irrational. 

 Permanency do not contract to request. 

 Permanency Start and continue positively.  

 

The manifestations of reduced behavior 

 Stability longevity Low self-esteem for 

oneself. 

 Toughness durability permanency High degree 

over shyness, anxiety then anxiety. 

 Toughness longevity toughness the alone may 

additionally keep fed above or may also trip 

signs on depression. 

 Decreased psychological compatibility. 

 Stability toughness Involvement in conduct 

induced by means of the inability according to 

reject. 

 Durability longevity permanency durability 

The challenge of organising associative 

relations as much a result regarding the 

incapacity after specific positively. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 To advise researchers at the postgraduate stage in 

conformity with take care regarding the elements. 

The psychology that desire act including assertive 

and president ship behaviors into Research studies, 

yet highlight theirs role between constructing the 

leadership character regarding college students 

Universities. 

 Intensifying the extension then cognizance 

programs according to beautify the presidency 

capabilities about college students The University 

namely a combat decision skill, conversation then 

communication, traineeship drink The choice so 

wish construct the persona regarding the student 

leading within quite a number fields Life. 

 Intensifying the extension efforts about counselors 

or psychologists in - Schools, and preparation and 

trade guidance places of work within universities 

Develop self-skills related in conformity with 

affirmative behavior. As a efficiency. The 

preservation about rights, the disclosure over desire 

and the non-derogation about rights. 

 Holding seminars or forums because supervisor's 

things to do then student leaders between - 

Universities or schools, after civilize recognition 

concerning the respect regarding affirmative 

conduct and a alliance on advertising Leadership 

conduct about students. 

 Involving mother and father or moms in seminars 

and forums on hobby into behavior - Emphasis and 

priesthood in conformity with stand the action over 

training household upbringing along their children 
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